[An occlusive evaluation proposal to intra-saccular embolization of intracranial aneurysm].
To explore the imaging criteria for evaluating intracranial aneurysm embolization. Angiographic occlusive criteria for intracranial aneurysm embolization (aneurysm not opcified angiographically after embolization, 100% occlusion; a little part of aneurysm neck residual, 95%; neck residual, 90%; neck and a little part of aneurysm cavity residual, 80%; some cavity residual, < 80%) were used by 6 specialists to evaluate 121 aneurysms embolized with MDS (mechanical detachable spiral) and/or GDC (guglielmi detachable coil) from March 1995 to July 1999. The rationality, feasibility and limitation of the criteria were discussed. Among the 121 aneurysms, 100% occlusion was reached in 53 aneurysms (43.8%), 95% in 27 (22.3%), 90% in 16 (13.2%), 80% in 15 (12.4%), and less than 80% in 10 (8.3%) respectively. Good accordance was obtained among different doctors in the occlusive evaluation of aneurysm embolization. The suggesting criteria are simple and feasible in clinical practice, although the effect of imaging follow-up of embolized aneurysm is unknown and the numerical value of occlusive percentage is arbitrary.